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An Educator’s guide 

 

Welcome to the experience! 

 
Ersula Odom’s journey to becoming a renowned author, publisher and performer is shared 
with a fascinating show and tell presentation. Odom illustrates how she captures, preserves 
and shares family and corporate stories using any means possible. With this program, there will 
be something for all learning styles.  
 
 

This program is presented as part of the Artists-in-the-Schools Program, which is funded and jointly 
sponsored by the Hillsborough County Public Schools and the Arts Council of Hillsborough County. 



Before the Show 

For grades 6-12, allow your students to browse through authors books or website 
(www.sulatoo.com).  Also, read through the show synopsis and describe the show to your class. 
 
Synopsis of From Eleventh-Grader to Author 

 The Assignment 

 Through the Years 

 Writing Career Begins 

 The First Book 

 The Company and the Glory 
 
About From Eleventh-Grader to Author – What to look for 

 What forms can her writing take? 

 How did she begin? 

 What makes a writer an author? 

 Why is writing important to the author and to society? 
 

Standards Connected to the Presentation 

TH.68.H.1.5- Describe one’s own personal responses to a theatrical work and show respect for 
the responses of others. 
SS.912.A.1.1- Describe the importance of historiography, which includes how historical 
knowledge is obtained and transmitted, when interpreting events in history. 
 
 
Theater Etiquette?? Activity 

This is a reflective exercise for your students. Read this section to them with discussion.  
The Role of the Audience 
 

 You are the audience - an important part of the performance. You help the performers by 
pretending and participating with them.  

 Seeing a live show is not like watching TV or a movie. The performers are in the same room 
with you, and can see and hear you, the audience, and interact! What are some other 
differences? (No commercials, no eating, no lying down or running around...)  

 Enter the performance space quietly and listen. Who might be giving instructions?  

 The performers need you to watch and listen quietly. Talking to friends disturbs the 
performers and other members of the audience.  

http://www.sulatoo.com/


 

 Your job is to pretend along with the performers. They like it when you laugh if something is 
funny. They also like to hear you clap at the end of a performance when they bow.  

 After the bows the audience stays seated. Who might give instructions on how to leave?  
 

Standard for Theater Etiquette??  

TH.K.S.1.1-Demonstrate appropriate audience behavior at a live performance.  
TH.1.S.1.1-Exhibit appropriate audience etiquette and response.  
TH.2.S.1.1-Exhibit the behavior necessary to establish audience etiquette, response, and 
constructive criticism.  
TH.3.S.1.1-Demonstrate effective audience etiquette and constructive criticism for a live 
performance.  
TH.4.S.1.1.-Exhibit proper audience etiquette, give constructive criticism, and defend personal 
responses.  
TH.5.S.1.1-Describe the difference in responsibilities between being an audience member at live or 
recorded performances. 
 
 
Exhibition Review Activity 

Have a discussion about viewing exhibited material 

 How to handle, or not handle, displayed material   
 
VA.68.H.1.2- Identify suitable audience behavior needed to view or experience artworks found 
in school, art exhibits, museums, and/or community cultural venues. 
VA.912.H.1.2- Analyze the various functions of audience etiquette to formulate guidelines for 
conduct in different art venues. 
 

After the Show 

 
Language Arts Activity – Writing 

Have students write a news story, a poem and photo journal example 
 
LAFS.68.WHST.2.4- Produce clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, 
and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience. 
SS.912.S.2.9- Prepare original written and oral reports and presentations on specific events, 
people or historical eras. 
 
 
 
 



Storytelling Activities 

Have students tell the story behind a selected photograph. 
 
LAFS.K12.SL.1.1- Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and 
collaborations with diverse partners, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly 
and persuasively. 
LAFS.K12.SL.2.4- Present information, findings, and supporting evidence such that listeners can 
follow the line of reasoning and the organization, development, and style are appropriate to 
task, purpose, and audience. 
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About the Artist 

Ersula K. Odom is a legacy writer, the author of "At Sula's Feet”, “African Americans of Tampa” 
and, co-author of The Doris Ross Reddick Story. She is a motivational speaker and portrays Mary 
McLeod Bethune as a one person show. She is a founding member of Fortune’s Friends. She is 
founder of Sula Too, LLC and published books for clients from Georgia to California. She was 
raised in Georgia, graduated from Eckerd College and is deeply rooted in Tampa with business, 
family and friends.  Recent commendations: Signed copy of Congressional Record of Dr. 
Bethune’s decision to place her stature in Statuary Hall in DC presented by U.S. Senator Bill 
Nelson.  Performance written about in the Wall Street Journal. Separate commendations from 
Tampa City Council Commendation for her roles on the Citizens Advisory Committee on the 
Economic Impact of Cultural Arts and as co-founder of Fortune Friends. 
 
 


